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EYES ONLY
CLASSIFIED
NAME: MALISA NOVA CAT
FACTION: Spirit Cats
REGIMENT: Shiva Keshik
MECH: Uller

Record No
FE-126-01

DOB: 04/15/3109
HAIR: Red
EYES: Black

Though descended from the original Nova Cat warriors who
fought alongside Devlin Stone during the Jihad, Malisa
Nova Cat’s freeborn status forced her to fight hard to
live up to her legacy. Her drive and skills paid off when
she passed her Trial of Position with one kill, earning
the rank of MechWarrior. And through her fanatic devotion
to the ways of the Clan and The Republic, she earned an
assignment to the elite Shiva Keshik Cluster.
When the HPG network crashed and The Republic appeared to
do the same, Malisa undertook a vision quest to determine
her role in the future of her people. Claiming that her

MECH: ULLER

Record No
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Serial Number: JF327-12E
Mass: 30 tons
Chassis: Olivetti S2
Endo-Steel
Power Plant: GM 180XL
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: Compound Alpha
Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Type AA4 Gauss Rifle
2 Model V Heavy Med. Lasers
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vision showed her defending a wounded Nova Cat
against a horde of barbarians clad in various
colors, she swore her undying devotion to Galaxy Commander
Kev Rosse’s command.
In combat, Malisa is a study in contrasts. Whipping
herself into a frenzy before any major engagement, she
often charges into battle with weapons blazing, risking
shutdown in order to deal her enemies a lethal blow. Once
the frenzy wears off, however, her methods become much
cooler and more precise, demonstrating the results of
intensive Clan training.

Commentary
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Though particularly favored by the Jade Falcons,
the Uller BattleMech (known as the Kit Fox among the Clans)
became a common sight on all fronts during the initial
years of the Clan invasion. A light ’Mech, built more for
firepower than speed, the Uller was one of the lightest
’Mechs in its day to sport the monstrously powerful Gauss
rifle, but its weak armor and comparatively slow overland
speed made its life expectancy somewhat brief.
Serial number JF327-12E, nicknamed “Whirlwind” by Malisa
Nova Cat, was originally manufactured for Clan Nova Cat’s
Delta Galaxy, and miraculously survived the fires of the
Jihad to become part of those forces gifted to Devlin
Stone’s Republic. Since its assignment to Malisa, however,
this Uller has logged more hours in repair bays than on the
field, mostly to replace blown-out heat sinks that are the
legacy of Malisa’s battle-frenzy tactics.

